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Dear Aspirants !
I take immense pleasure in welcoming you to PIET-an institute
dedicated to reinforcing academic and technical excellence based on
holistic training, in sync with the paradigm shift in job space and to
bring out the potential within the students. Realising that technical
education occupies increasingly greater space and interest, all
aspiring engineers must be awakened to remain sensitive and keep
themselves abreast of the latest developments in technology with
growing awareness. We provide robust programmes recreational,
cultural and sports extravaganza, pragmatic study tours, cumulative
skill honing sessions for the all-round development of our students. I
would like to reiterate that PIET is the most exhilarating place to learn
due to its innovative approach We shape your destiny by empowering
you with various employability skills through suitably designed
teaching learning processes.

Director’s Message



Engineers play the most vital role in nation building by creating
updated inventions to make human life comfortable and better. I
welcome budding engineers to this excellent campus of PIET. The
dedicated, qualified and experienced team of the department of
Applied Sciences and Humanities is ready to provide a complete
package of educational services to new entrants. The core values
of the department help the students to develop their overall
personality and make them worthy technocrat to compete and
work at global level.
I am certain that our students will prove to be an individual asset
to institute and any organization.
Yes PIET.

DR VINAY KHATRI, 
HEAD MESSAGE 



Induction of students in the beginning of session is a commendable effort introduced by the AICTE, 

and further followed by different universities and colleges for the induction of students. PIET is also 

one of those colleges who are following it with full enthusiasm and grace so that they can incur the 

basic values in the students. To build a strong connection among students and teachers is on the 

priority side of this induction program. It ensures overall induction of the students through different 

activities and programs.

Department of Applied Sciences and Humanities is putting its best efforts to inculcate those values 

in students that are needed as per the guidelines of AICTE. The Department organized three weeks 

long Induction Program, i.e. “UDAAN-The Flight to Success”, in the year 2018, for the holistic 

development of students. 

Day 1-3rd Aug 2018

The first day of induction program started with Saraswati poojan in order to enrich students with 

the cultural values and making them aware to preserve the culture of our society and country.

After that the students were given a formal introduction of the college and its vision. The students 

were made to know the available resources that are available, and how they can utilize them 

effectively.

The Student Captain of the year then delivered key note address about the Department of Applied 

Sciences and Humanities. 

The theme of the program was “Unity in Diversity”, and a play was performed to make students 

aware of the advantages of unityforthe society and country. They were awakened about the existing 

problems, their causes, and how to create a peaceful society.  

B. TECH STUDENTS INDUCTION PROGRAM (2018) 

UDAAN-The Flight to Success



The Head of the department, Dr. Vinay Khatri, motivated the students about the bright 

career aspects of different engineering branches. She acquainted the upcoming engineers 

that how Department of Applied Sciences and Humanities can help them to build a 

stronger base during the first year of engineering. She also introduced the students with 

the members of faculty of the department. A beautiful musical presentation titled as 

“Indradhanushi PIET” was shown to all the students of all the seven departments related 

to Engineering i.e. ASH, CSE, IT, ECE, TE, CE and ME, representing the seven colors of 

the rainbow.

The Dean Academics of the college in his key note motivated the students about the 

importance of knowledge rather than grades or marks. 

The Administrator addressed the students about the disciplinary rules of college and how 

can it help the students to achieve success.

The Management team of PIET then inspired students about placements and start-ups 

through Case studies of PIETians. They promoted students to think and act accordingly 

for their project ideas and how they can be benefited by the college. The requirement of 

the interpersonal skills apart from Core-Engineering by the Corporates was also 

enlightened by the management team of PIET.

Along with this there were some performances of the students which made everyone enjoy 

the day. 

Day 2-4th Aug 2018

The day started with “Career Grooming” session by Mr. Surya Narain Bahadur, an 

excellent Corporate Trainer at Confluence Training and Development.

In the session, the kits were distributed that comprised a workbook which was followed 

throughout the session. It had various segments including Intelligence Quotient Test, 



Psychometric Test, communication drills and Team work exercises.

As various exams and corporate placements tests require a good IQ level, so the first 

part of the session was primarily given for IQ and aptitude improvement skills.

After that, Psychometric analysis of every student was done which was one of its kinds. 

The test was done with few common questions asked from the students by the trainer, 

Mr. Surya. The students were then made to understand about themselves through the 

result of the test.

The most interesting part of the session was on communication improvement. The 

students were first of all trained for giving better Introduction of them. Then, they 

were made aware about the common errors that we make on daily basis. The 

techniques of effective speech delivery, group discussion and debate were also provided 

to the students.

Induction further went ahead  with different activities like personality development 

classes, yoga and meditation session, sports activities, communication skills classes etc. 

Further, Three days ‘Entrepreneur Awareness Camp’ to develop entrepreneurial skills 

in students was conducted by the Applied Sciences and Humanities Department. 

Thereafter, three days trip to Nainital was organized which made the students feel one 

with the nature. Students were given exposure of beautiful campsites, trekking 

activities, bonfire etc. to break the monotony of routine life. The theme of the event i.e. 

“Unity in Diversity” was fulfilled through the team work tasks that were performed for 

fun during this induction period. 





Industrial Visit to Samrat Steel

Industrial visits are considered as one of the tactical methods of teaching. The main

reason behind this is that it lets the students to know things practically through

interactions, working method and employment practices. On 17th August 2018, an

industrial visit to ‘Samrat Steel’ was organized for Ist year B.tech students by Applied

Science and Humanities Department of Panipat Institute of Engineering and Technology

under the guidance of Dr. Vinay Khatri (HOD, ASH). The students were accompanied by

Dr. Poonam (AP), Dr. Monu Kalra (AP), Mr. Nitin (AP) and Mr. Vikas (LT).

‘Samrat Steel’ Industry clearly depicted what a mechanical industry is! The humid and

hot weather inside the industry describes the hardness faced by the workers at work.

The manager of the industry described about the various processes involved for the

manufacturing. Bath tubs are required to remove the rust from the raw material, and

then the wires are drawn to straighten them. Thereafter, the drawn wires are cut into

pieces. These wires are then put to different Lathe machines where different sizes of nuts

and bolts are manufactured. These are then garnished to draw threads. Lastly, they are

packed in sacks marked as per their weight.

Students were given refreshment after the visit. The experience of visiting the industry

was profound and purely beneficial for the students as it gave the practical relevance to

their subject knowledge.



Teachers’ Day Celebration and Talent Hunt

‘True teachers are those who help us think for ourselves’

-Dr. S. Radhakrishnan

5th September 2018 was an auspicious day for students 

to celebrate Teachers’ Day which marks the birth of the 

great teacher, Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishan. On the same 

day, TALENT HUNT was also organised for the first year 

students of B.tech by the Department of Applied Sciences 

and Humanities to showcase the ingrained talent.

There were 5 events in which students participated, and

that were notice board competition, singing, solo dance,

duet dance and speech. The event began at 9:15 a.m. in

the seminar hall of Panipat Institute of Engineering and

Technology.

The seminar hall got overflowed with pupil who wanted to

celebrate teachers’ day with respect and love for their

gurus, and to witness the talent of the participants. Talent

Hunt had its own flair, but the major attraction was the

love and affection of the students which seized the

moment.



The anchors took the stage and welcomed the dignitaries, HOD (Dr. Vinay

Khatri), all the faculty members and the students. Thereafter, Lamp

lightening by the esteemed personalities marked the beginning of the
show.

One after one, the talent of the students was showcased which swayed

everybody in the audience. The beautiful presentation dedicated to

teachers was surprisingly played in the midst of the show. Hence, once

could easily sense the amalgmation of Talent Hunt and Techers’ Day
Celebration.

The inspiring words said by the Head of the Department, Dr. Vinay Khatri
enthralled everybody in the audience.

Then the time came to announce the results for which everybody was
eagerly waiting.

Team (Aahu, Aashish, Tushar and Anjali) of Section C bagged the first

postion in Notice Board Competition. In Singing, Satyam of Section C got

the first position, and Sudarshan and Utkarsh of Section A got the second.

Angel and Abhay secured the first position, and Shreyanshi from Section

C and Pulkit from Section A got the second in Solo dance. Sarthak from

Section B won the first and Vicky from Section C won the second position
in Speech.

Everybody was rewarded with the certificate and trophyby the dignitaries.

Last but not the least, the students presented cards and gifts, as a token

of respect to their teachers. It concluded with a ‘thank you note’ delivered
by a student representative, marking the importance of teachers.



CARBUNCLE 2K18

Panipat Institute of Engineering and Technology organizes an annual sumptuous fresher’s welcome party ‘Carbuncle’ i.e. ‘The

Fresher’s Fest’ a platform for exhibiting the latent talent of the new aspirants as a part of their personality development. It is a function

comparable to sprouting of seeds, as the seniors infuse the PIET culture into the budding generation of the institution to keep the ball

rolling into the right direction. It includes all sorts of competitions in series of events like Declamation, Dumb Charades, Ad-mad Show,
Solo singing, Duet dance, Solo dance, Group dance, Fashion Show etc.

The purpose of this event is to welcome and make every fresher feel an integral part of PIET family and gear up for the challenges
ahead. Jovial smiles and beaming faces marked the ’Carbuncle+ 2K18’ organized in the Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam Auditorium and the

amphitheater on 28th & 29th September 2018, a two-day event, which manifested unusual overwhelming enthusiasm among the

students.

The star attraction and talk of the town was the star night and on this occasion the famous Punjabi singer, Milind Gaba rocked the

stage with his foot tapping performance. With pulsating ambience, flashing lights and foot tapping music the party began with a blast

of unbridled energy.

Parminder Singh, the comedian was another star attraction who made every one laugh and infused a spirit of hilarious wave in the

party. The hearts of all the PIETians enthralled with the mesmerizing performances of the stars. Yes, it was a night of fun and frolic,
singing and dancing, celebrating all the way with fresh and raw talent of PIET combined with the star performances.

Finally, it was time for the party to end but not without prize distribution ceremony for the students who scored different positions in
various events like anchor hunt, ramp walk, singing, dances and various other competitions.

Shine from Diploma got the second position in Declamation. Ankit from B.tech first year secured the seond position in Anchor Hunt.
Hardeep and Tarun from B.tech first year got the third position in Dumb Charades. Vanshika of B.tech first year got the title of ‘Well

dressed’.

Then, the chief guest was being presented with the memento by the Management and they appreciated the meticulous efforts and

planning of all to make the event a grand success.





Carbuncle

2k18



Parent - Teacher Interaction
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Science Day Celebration

The Department of Applied Science and Humanities of Panipat Institute and Technology celebrated the National Science

Day. It was on this day that Sir CV Raman announced his unique discovery known as “Raman Effect”. This discovery

brought him Nobel Prize for Physics in 1930. Since 1987, this day is celebrated in various Schools, Colleges, Universities

and Research Institutions.

The chief guest of the event were Sh. Hari Om Tayal Sir (Chairman, PIET) and Mr.Shubham Tayal (Member BOG,

PIET).The event began with lighting of the lamp and garlanding the statue of Goddess Saraswati by all the dignitaries.

Thereafter, the coordinator of the event, Dr. Monu Kalra Batra addressed the students telling about the importance of the

day. Then Dr. Vinay Khatri (HOD, ASH) in her talk, inspired the young minds to follow the great scientists and engineers

of India and bring glory to the Nation, and motivated the students to explore their talent and mind in the research oriented

studies. She also said that Science & Technology are having interface to each other. The need of the hour is of men of

wisdom. She further emphasized that science is the mother of technology and engineering & explained about her research

work on ‘LASER TECHNOLOGY’and its impact on the current scenario.

The event further went ahead with speech competition in which participants gave the speech on ‘Science Day’. The

audience was enthralled by the wonderful speakers. In the end, the winners of the speech competition were rewarded by

Sh. Hari Om Tayal Sir (Chairman, PIET), Mr. Shubham Tayal (Member BOG, PIET) and Dr. Vinay Khatri (HOD, ASH).

Akash from Section D got the first position and Anoop Kumar Mishra from Section C got the second.Mr. Shubham Tayal

(Member BOG, PIET) then gave the concluding note on the day of the event and motivated the future engineers to create a

name in the history.





Achievement of our students in SMART INDIA HACKATHON 2K19

Panipat Institute of Engineering & 

Technology had the privilege to be one 

among the 28 nodal centres in India 

and the only one in Haryana region 

for “Smart India Hackathon-2K18”. 

It hosted 36 teams with 288 

youngsters who coded non-stop for 36 

hours during Grand Finale. Student’s 

brain stormed to find creative 

solutions for the 13 problems posed by 

Ministry of Communications. 

The Department of Applied Sciences 

and Humanities feels proud to 

announce that Shriyankshi

Gupta(Section-C), Sarthak 

Kaushik(Section-C), Savvy 

Sahrma(Section-C), Anjali 

Garg(Section-C), Akshat 

Jiwari(Section-C) and Sreshth

Goel(Section-D) from B.etch First 

year got the ‘We School Inspiration 

Award’ in Smart Hackathon 2K18.





8th March, the world celebrates International Women’s Day

– a global event that honours the social, cultural and

political achievements of women.

To celebrate this, District Administration Panipat in

collaboration with PIET organised the first ever “Panipat

Pinkathon 2019” on 8th March.

The main aim of the program was to encourage women for

an active lifestyle, give women a platform to express

solidarity & highlight through the event the importance of

taking women on board in the state’s pursuit of peace and

progress as they are valued multiplier.

PIET emerged as a strong advocate of the cause and created

a benchmark by adding a feather in its cap. The event was

recognised in the “World Book of Records, London” as it

witnessed the highest number of women (55,498)

participants.

PINKATHON



THANK

YOU
ASH, HOD

Dr. Vinay Khatri

ASH, E- Committee

Ms. Geetanjali Papreja


